IT’S COMPETITION TIME ONCE AGAIN!

Science Reporter Announces

Science Fiction & Science Cartoon Competition!

• *Science Reporter* once again announces its *Science Fiction* and *Science Cartoon* Competitions. We invite original contributions from our readers.

• In the *Science Cartoon* category not more than four original cartoons may be sent per entrant. The cartoons should relate to scientific topics only. The cartoons may be coloured or black-and-white.

• In *Science Fiction*, readers are requested to send only one entry per entrant. The entries must be restricted to about 2000-2500 words.

• All entries – Fiction as well as Cartoon – should be original and should be accompanied with a self-declaration saying that the contribution is original.

• All entries should have the following details: Name, Address, Age, Class (in case of school student), Professional Affiliation, and Email.

• The winning entries will be published in *Science Reporter*.

• There is no entry fee.

The last date for receiving the entries is 15 April 2016.

Send your entries to:

Editor, *Science Reporter*
Science Fiction/Science Cartoon Competition
National Institute of Science Communication And Information Resources (NISCAIR)
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Dr K S Krishnan Marg (Near Pusa Gate)
New Delhi-110 012

Or
E-mail: sr@niscair.res.in